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Get Your Date
For' The Gras
And Swing It!

College of the Pacific, Stockton, California, Friday, March 3, 1939

C. Debaters
Enter Tourney
Stockton Sends Five To State
Phi Rho Pi Meet At U. S. C.
Five members of the Pacific Student Association are

THAT TAXICAB SQUABBLE
BROUGHT INTO THE OPEN
The Letter

°And The Reply —

Dr. Tully C. Knoles, President
College of the Pacific,
Stockton, Calif.
Dear Dr. Knoles:
We are again having trouble
with the College of the Pacific
Students calling for cabs, then,
either cancelling the order after
the cab has been sent, or just
not being there when the cab ar
rives. In either case a "no go."
As you well know when we send
a cat* to the College and bring
the fare back to town or the
depots for 25s at least six miles
is driven, a revenue of 4 cents
a mile. It cost us 10 cents per
mile to operate these cabs and
there is no profit involved in
serving the College students.
Therefore, if the students cannot
appreciate the service we have
been giving them we are refusing
all cab calls from the campus.
Very truly yours,
YELLOW CAB COMPANY.
(Signed) E. M. ERICK,
President.

March 1, 1939#meet their obligation after they
Yellow Cab Company,
have ordered a cab, the Student
427 E. Market Street,
Affairs Committee will do its best
Stockton, California.
to see that the financial obligations
Gentlemen:
of these students are cared for.
The student bodies of the Col
The students of the College trust
lege of the Pacific and the Stock that, by this cooperative move, we
ton Junior College read with con will satisfactorily solve this present
cern your letter regarding the maladjustment. The College ap
misuse of the taxi service extended preciates greatly the service which
to the College. We hope that it will Stockton cab companies have ex
not be necessary to withdraw Col tended and hopes that the service
lege of the Pacific service, thus will be continued in the future.
penalizing the majority of the stu
Sincerely,
dents because of the actions of a
Student
Affairs Committee,
small minority.
College of the Pacific.
The Student Affairs Committee,
therefore, has attempted to set UP
a plan of cooperation with Stock
ton cab companies. Your letter was
read before the Student Body As
All students living on the
sembly; copies were distributed, to campus are urged to co-operate
all campus living groups; and a with this effort of the Student
reprint will be published in the Affairs Committee to re-establish
campus paper, THE PACIFIC friendly relations between PacifiWEEKLY. If you will leave at the cites and the cab companies. Don't
College Information Office the call a cab unless you intend to
names of all students who do not use it!

"Hi! Spirits!"
Is Theatre's
Next Play

World Peace Alumni Start
Endowment
Symposium
-und Drive
Monday

No. 21

Gras To Go On
Air State-wide
Crabbe Arranges CRS Half-Hour
Broadcast; All Plans Set
By JANET McGINNIS

et, as we've said before—a fact representing the Stockton Junior College at the annual
"We will now bring you the music of Les Hite and
1 V, h may make the saying trite—
Laiitornia divisional tournament of Phi Rho Pi, national
c
his
hand playing at the College of the Pacific's annual
, each life some rain must fall. honorary J.
forensic society, held at the University
Mardi Gras being held at the Stockton Civic Memorial
. h spring football practice start ot Southern California today and tomorrow.
Auditorium in Stockton."
le ,
t; j our rainy season is either just
Heading the list of entries at this^
Night-owls up and down the coast numbering in the
" . und the corner or on us now.
two-day tournament for Junior Col•thousands will hear these words
lege squad members is the men s
CcipG"
debate
team
of
Claude Ho| next Saturday night, March 11, be. . 'hat word "escape" holds a lot
cause Pacific is on the air on the
gan and Allen Breed. This duo
. meaning. Only six letters, yet
seven (count 'em) stations of the
has shown constant progress dur
i accompanied by mental images
California Radio System from 11:00
ing the past year, the first in inter
ging in nature from Houdini's collegiate forensic activity for both
to 11:30.
iterful exploits on a thousand of them.
John Crabbe, in charge of radio
ural or artificial stages to the
plans for the event, has slated this
Carrying on a "tradition"
EXTEMP
ENTRIES
- 'jtoo often unsuccessful attempts
half-hour broadcast of college rev
which had its inception last
Third male entry in the Phi Rho
those whose great misfortune is
elry, which will carry as far south
year,
an
all-male
faculty
cast
Pi contests will be Bill Biddick, \
|r race—that of the Christ,
as Long Beach, also include sta
will present a hilarious
irilliant flashes ranging from leading junior college candidate for '
tions in Los Angeles, San Fran
adaptation
of
Aristophanes'
h comedy to the depths of pathos extemporaneous speaking honors.
cisco, Sacramento, Bakersfield,
comedy,
"The
Frogs,"
on
, '
made themselves a part of the Biddick recently won the extempor
Fresno and KWG, Stockton.
March 30.
. ' >d. The irrepressible Jiggs crawls aneous speaking cup at the Pacific !
The
production,
which
will
PSA CARD NEEDED
hands and knees down the back Invitational Tournament held on '
be for the benefit of the
The Executive Committee has
the
local
campus,
February
9
to
11.
v °%s to avoid blustering Maggie,
S. C. A. cabin, is to be directed
definitely decided that admittance
S
u
b
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o
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r
a
n
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o
u
s
it.us goes over the back fence
by Dr. William D. Coder, who
to the Mardi Gras will be by one
h the finest fruit of the hencoop speaking in the southland tourney
states that it will be played
student body or alumni associa
will
be
"The
Foreign
Policy
of
the
*'^bis hand and the finest fruit of
in the "true Greek manner."
tion card per couple, and under
•' "}mer Jones's shotgun in the seat United States." Also entering this
Stellar performers of last
no pretext will an outsider be al
division
of
competition
will
be
Lois
year's production, A r t h u r
, ... > iis pants.
lowed entrance. A professional
v< .in the other extreme, a mass Archibald and Claude Hogan, en
Farey and
Dr. Gustavus
doorman has been hired to keep a
Adolphus Werner will be fea
dus from Loyalist Catalonia tries being limited to three from
strict surveillance on all incoming
each
school.
Because
of
the
short
tured in leading roles in the
:ches French territory and esguests to maintain a reasonable
1 tiies across the border just a few time involved in completing the
ancient farce, which will en
amount of order, and to see that no
; "«rt hours before Franco's legions tournament, only one preliminary
list the services of several
one "crashes."
round
will
be
allowed
in
both
ora
other faculty men of more or
the red and gold banner of
Also invited to the premiere cos
Original
Rogers
Plans
For
Adding
BILL
BIDDICK,
winner
in
men's
tory
and
extemporaneous
speaking,
les? dramatic ability.
*,!»Ucist Spain to the top of the flagtume
ball of the San Joaquin Val
Washington Debaters
ic: Kit, there to confront along fresh the finals including only those who extempore speaking in the recent
Musical Comedy
C. 0. P. Equipment
ni
ley are members of the faculty.
Pacific Invitational Forensic tour
have
distinctly
superior
ranking
in
jes of border the red, white, and
No stags will be allowed, in keep
Meet C. 0. P. Team
ney, is an entry in the same event
In Production
this one round.
Discussed At Meet
e emblem of France.
ing with a standing rule of former
in
the
State
J.
C.
meet
at
Los
An
Before "Y" Members
WOMEN'S TEAM
Mardi Gras- events.
geles today.
Musical comedy will be the next
Plans for a living endowment
t That Kind
Lois Archibald and Dorothy GuerWHO IS QUEEN?
ica
e
doesn
•nter; Ott«J P
concern us here. in, the women's Junior College var
Pacific theatrical attraction, with
Featured at the regular monthly fund and a membership drive of
The identity of the "Queen for a
.•
In Garrison (Toni »Rifberg to sity team, will also enter debate
"Hi! Spirits!" set for three per meeting of the Student Christian the College of the Pacific Alumni
night" is still a deep, dark secret.
l) expressed our idea very nicely competition in Los Angeles. This
Association
were
discussed
at
a
To represent the S. C. A. at an Will she be Margaret Trabert, Min
formances beginning Thursday, Association next Monday evening meeting and dinner at the home of
i
.
['The Ghost of Yankee Doodle" relatively inexperienced combina
Asilomar Planning Committee, Alice nie Sawyer, Junan Bronzich, Helen
at 7:30 will be a symposium on the
n
March 16.
A 9 q i e s ,
she suggested to her fiance, tion will be making its first bid for
problem of world peace to be pre President and Mrs. Tully C. Hall is leaving for Los Angeles to Hall, Jimmie Wood or Effie Calder1
^
rtin Holme (Albert Miller), that success in major competition. From
Pacific Little Theatre players sented by debaters from the Uni Knoles, with Miss Lorraine Knoles day.
wood? Who knows?
She was selected by the Asilomar
I n
C^rucia y s° to Alaska—°r anywhere to preliminary reports available in
and Pacific 'Conservatory singers versity of Washington and the Col as hostess, Saturday evening.
The results of the voting held yes
The annual C. O. P. Death Val
The living endowment will con Regional Council of the Y. W. C. A. terday for the Queen of the fes
,
,
[away from the impending crisis. Stockton, it is expected that they
will be seen and heard in the lege of the Pacific.
ley
tour,
leaving
Stockton
April
1
is
sist
of
all
contributions
over
and
to meet with the representatives of tivities will not be learned until the
| O n I Q ht
t entirely possible, we have no will compete with the men's teams,
Beginning at 7:30 with group
Ibt, that Fairbanks may be as there being no separate sections and returning April 8 through first production of this original singing to be held by Sam Taka- above the membership fee. At the most junior colleges and colleges night of the dance, and from all
, ... ch in need of trees as the young for women indicated. Since this is Owen's Valley, offers a great many musical play, songs, lyrics, and gishi, the symposium part of the end of the year the fund will be of the state to work out the next appearances at this date, the race
, y suggested. The young couple so, Bill Biddick is scheduled to help novel features, which promise to at libretto by Harold Rogers.
program will follow immediately. given to the College of the Pacific year's Asilomar gathering. Over is a close one. The runners-up in
tract a record group of tourists, ac
Hr.il Id probably do a lot of good out on this team.
Concluding
the meeting will be to buy junior, senior and graduate Saturday and Sunday, they will de the poll will serve as regal atThis marks Rogers' second ven
equipment. All money to the liv cide what was wrong with the last tendants to "Her Majesty." All
fating trees in Fairbanks, or
Sole orator scheduled to enter cording to Doctors Bawden and ture into this field, and the refreshments.
ing endowment will be treated as conference and decide the theme of candidates were pregented in Asitting cocoanuts and making from the local squad is Allen Breed. Jonte.
Registrations for the trip are limited audiences that could be DIFFICULT QUESTION
income, not a3 endowment to earn next year's.
pth Sea Island Magic." In Breed is without previous experi
sembly yesterday by Dick Bentley,
coming in faster than in previous crammed into the Studio Then 're
income. Mr. Charles Warmer is
In the fall there will be another chairman of the Queen committee.
er case the immediate crisis ence in the field of oratory.
The statement of the proposition
when
his
miniature
musical
play
years.
Of
the
figure
set
for
150
exin
charge
of
the
living
endowment
lid be resolved.
Clevenger, DEBATE PLAN
planning meeting in the northern COSTUMES PRIZES
to be discussed is as follows: "How
peditioners, more than 85 people, "Sweet Suite" was staged last
fund.
part of the state, at which Pacific
rat, and the rest of the warCostume difficulties can be easily
Every team in the tournament including staff members and also spring, will remember that Rogers can the United States best help to
will also be represented.
|lgers could have their wars—
ironed out by a trip to Anderson
will debate five times before any representatives outside of Stockton, has a delightful flare for lilting maintain world peace?" The wom CONTACT WORK
fight them, too.
Members of the Association pres
Hall, where Jane Jordan is dis
en's squad from the University of
ballots are opened and decisions have signed to go.
tunes, comic words, and clever
playing fifty different outfits from
Washington has been working on ent were delegated to contact mem
announced.
Those
with
one
or
no
beautiful
Those interested in this trip, may dialogue.
a San Francisco costumery, which
the subject for several months and bers of their respective classes in
that. But only a dream, a defeats in the first five rounds will secure an application blank from
Tickets for "Hi! Spirits!" will is using that question extensively
connection with the membership
may be rented at a very reasonable
king dream bearing little more proceed into two more rounds of any Death Valley Inspection Trip be on sale beginning Monday,
on its present southern tour.
rate by PSA members, beginning
drive.
competition.
No
further
rounds
nee for fruition into reality than
staff member.
March 13.
Gladys Bartholomew and Carl
Dr. Tully C. Knoles, president of
Monday.
by of the images which pass will be held if there are no ties at
Fuller will represent the College of the College of the Pacific; Mr.
At least fourteen prizes will be
the end of the seven rounds.
bre our sleeping eyes.
Approval of a constitution was given out to participants judged to
the Pacific In the discussion of this Robert E. Burns, registrar; and
The
Phi
Rho
Pi
national
tourna
,. Jesides, it is hard not to admire
question. Both are juniors and Mr. Charles Warmer were the the main business of the newly or- bg best at the Auditorium. Awards
' |man who will take a stand— ment will be held this year at Vir
members of the varsity debate speakers.
Mrs. Edward Esser, ganized Newman Club at the meet-I m b(J made to the begt matched
tther you agree with it or not— ginia, Minnesota, but will have to
squad with extensive intercollegiate president of teh association, pre ing Tuesday evening in the SCA Loup]le> the most orlginal and most
T . • • 1 stick to it through thick and struggle along without benefit of
experience.
CI
colorful costumes, male and fesided. Following the dinner the rooms.
ol
(l. Running away is admitting entries from the Stockton Junior
There was a forum discussion of male> in three divisions-student,
group attended the Pacific Little
College.
Last
year
Martin
Pulich
PROBLEM-SOLVING
PLAN
..
inability to make such a stand.
Theatre production of "The Ghost the significance of Franco's Rebels alumn} and faculty
„s not only impractical; it might and Gregg Phlfer represented
winning the Spanish War. This
Downtown merchants who are
of Yankee Doodle."
The
particular
type
of
discus
S. J. C.. at the 1938 national tour
,jn be condemned as cowardly.
forum drew much interest and may donatlnf? prizes ar6 ln part; Kat_
sion to be used in Monday night's MANY ATTEND
nament held in Norman, Okla
prove to be one of the outstanding ten and Marengo; Stockton Dry
Careful Investigation Shows Many
discussion was developed under the
impus Kuts
Those present were Dr. and Mrs. parts of the club.
homa.
direction
of
the
members
of
the
Goods; Wonder, Inc.; Sterling;
r. Tully C. Knoles (president of
Brands Used; Orchid Preferred
Knoles, Mr. Charles Warmer, Mr.
Father Woods, chaplain, ended Yo(ft Brothers; Brav0 and McKee!
University of Washington speech
rt ur? College of the Pacific, in case
and Mrs. Burns, Mr. and Mrs. O. the meeting with a short discus
department. Labelled the "problem, sooi' hadn't heard) "fessed up" to
H. Ritter, Philip Hood, Myron Har sion of points of interest in the gan; H. G. Shaw Hardware; Turn
By BUFORD BUSH
i
solving" type, it requires four
er Hardware; Morris Brothers; ColWorld Today class last Monday,
In collaboration with
Bookatore; Ralph Carter. Na.
of the girls prefer greasy lipsticks speakers, one to open the subject mon, Erwin Farley, Madge Hep club. Following the meeting there L
king down far enough to admit
burn,
Frances
Richardson,
and
Golden Hoff
was a short social with refresh tional Towel and Laundry Co.; Fox
rather than dry? Well! and why by analyzing the issues and defin
once upon a time in the far
We have long considered the de shouldn't they!
After all, our ing the question. Then two speakers Francis Finney from the campus; ments served.
California, and Hansen Stationery.
nt past he had gotten sore at
lights of a career as a mattress grandfathers originated this sys present solutions to the problem Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Ulmer, Mr.
The new officers, elected at the others may be added to thia ligt
lass of his.
Lim P. Lee discussed the Slno- tester, but recently it has come to tem of branding your own prop
and Mrs. Lester Tiscornia, Mr. previous meeting, presided: They
e of his students, standing Japanese conflict before the last our attention that we're missing a erty, whith may account for the solutions which may or may not be John Cechini, Mr. William Ijams, are: President, Frances Finney; by next week.
contradictory. Finally there is
t five-feet four, and weighing meeting of the International Af beat in this career business. So use of twenty-odd brands; the
Miss Peggy Bob Lukenbill, Mrs. vice-president, Mae Ventre; secre OTHER PLANS
summary and evaluation speech.
er than two-hundred pounds, fairs Club, held last Saturday night with the assistance of Miss Golden more chance of recovery of lost,
R.
C. Wood, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. tary, Catherine Elder, and treas Bob Bastian and Artelle Baxter
Last year when the University
promise colorful decoration pat
isted in throwing leading ques at the Gim Ling Chinese Restau Hoff, star investigator of Professor strayed or kidnaped property.
Richardson,
Miss Geraldine Pat- urer, Tom Farrar.
of Washington team met the Col
terned on the original New Orleans
ts at Dr. Knoles to get him off rant.
i
ton,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bradford
Crit
Connelly's Business English class,
We've always suspected that the lege of the Pacific, Doris Hancock
o
Mardi Gras theme.
Mr. Lee is well known in San we are about to introduce you feminine artifice of lipstick was and Jean Miller represented the tenden, Mrs. Phoebe O'Connor
subject. Finally the then proAccording to Trevor Griffiths,
r of history at U. S. C. caught Francisco as pastor, journalist, and to the possibilities of a practicing heredity. It is an indisputable local squad. This year Miss Han White, Miss Virginia Short, Mrs.
chairman of the carnival refresh
newly-elected head of the Western investigator of co-ed lipsticks. All fact of the survey that "the year cock will act as chairman of the Edward Esser, Dr. and Mrs. W. H.
ments will be served in unbottled
•yan, you're better fed than you Division of the Chinese Student data presented are excerpts from in school and the residence of the open discussion to follow the sym Langley Collis, Miss Kathryn
form, with the emphasis on apple
i educated," was the climax of Christian movement He is a former a survey of lipsticks used by Pa student has very little or no ef posium.
Kemp, Mr. and Mrs. F. V. Lefever,
cider.
student of Dr. Werner, sponsor of cific women.
remarks.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Morris,
Mr.
fect on her preference of lip
o
Eight more days and the spirit of
the
club.
George Hench and Mr. and Mrs.
rofessor," replied Ryan, "that's
sticks." Of course, this does not
NICE WORK
Initiation of fifteen new mem-1 Maldi Gras rei&ns once aSain'
C. R. Owen, all from Stockton.
first remark you've made today THREE PHASES
take into consideration that the
Imagine conducting an investi
bers into Ortho Meta Para, hon- Ge*- se*-> Pacific!
The history of the conflict can,
which I agree. I feed myself
environment of "sister chisel sis
OTHERS PRESENT
gation
on
the
art
of
fine
painting
Mr. Lee said, he divided into three
you educate me."
ter," which may have a decided
Others attending were Mr. and orary chemistry society, was held
phases. The first was the phase of of pupid bows (or should we be tendency to improve the applica
Committee To
Mrs. W. J. Hobin, Miss Jane King- Tuesday, February 21 in Weber
pessimistic
and
liken
them
to
'en One . . .
passive resistance, the second of
Hall.
tion ability.
don,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Owsley
he youngest members of the pitched battles, and the third of anchors) on the lips of one hun
To be eligible for membership I
Hammond, San Francisco; Mr. and
essorial staff of the two insti- guerilla warfare. The third seems dred Pacific beauties: 25 Frosh, ALL BRANDS
Under the auspices of the Uni Mrs. Dwight Thornburg, Irving- students must have a high scholas
At that, men, the girls use the
'°ns has fallen into the tradi- to be the most effective method 25 Sophs, 25 Juniors and 25 of the
versity of California Extension Di
tic standing in chemistry and have I A^ jas^ Monday night's meeting,
Intelligentsia. But, fellows, don't best for trapping you. Cotys leads vision, Fern Lowry,' instructor in ton; Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cunning
1 pattern of Pacific humor,
China has adopted.
ham, Richmond; Mr. and Mrs. H. a genuine interest in the subject. I |-be Executive Committee approved
Max Factor, two seductive users to
build
your
hopes
too
high.
Sadly,
fore the debate against St.
Social Casework in the New York E. Chastain, and Clarence Royse With the addition of the initiates I Ar£ Irish's final recommendation
'Will China continue to resist?"
's the other night Mr. Gerald, Mr. Lee continued. "Her morale but truly, we must inform you— one. Dorothy Gray trails with School of Social Work, will conduct
Oakdale;, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth the membership of Ortho Meta for shingles to be given to memten,
nosing
out
Richard
Hudnut
'ate manager for the Moraga in- is high, her economic structure this survey isn't authentic for
an institute to be held on the Stocking, Patterson; Mr. Richard Para is the largest on record since bers of the committee at the In•Ution, asked some of tlic Pacific sound, and she has demonstrated your purposes. It fails to consider by one vote, while Helena Ruben- C. O. P. campus Saturday and Sun
Wright, Piedmont; Mrs. Bernice the establishment of the society in stallation Assembly in May. The
stein, Louis Prilippe and Elizabeth
ters, "How do you guys study her ability thus far to keep two any results of an investigation on
day, March 4 and 5.
Fiola Wallace, Sacramento; Miss 1934, according to Norman Note- shingles are awards similar to
Arden
tie
with
eight.
Tattoo
n here with so many girls lifelines open for munitions. Yes, the relative merits of lipstick
The sessions will be held in the Mona Belle Hench, Fair Oaks; Mr, ware, president of the organiza- those issued to the debate team,
marks seven and a variety of
md?
Administration Building in Rooms Floyd Russell, and Mr. and Mrs tion.
I think she can and will continue tastes.
I Another decision of the commit.i
That is sad! Because although brands enchant the remaining 207 and 209 from 10:30 to 12:00 in
'rofessor E. R. Nichols, Jr., an- to resist Japanese aggression."
The new members include Abel I tee was to finance the representaWilliam Green; Palo Alto; Mr,
fourteen.
lipstick may be defined ''as a
red sweetly and simply, "Don't CONCLUSION
the morning and from 2:00 until
and Mrs. A1 Worden, Healdsburg De Haan, Herschel Frye, Walter tion of two students at the forthNot that this has any bearing
yourself! They don't."
Finally, Mr. Lee examined the pasty red substance produced in on the case, but why all the mix- 3:30 in the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Billings, and Gilbert, Jayne Haycock, Don Hud-1 coming San Diego Dean's ConferThere will le no registration fee Mr. Louis Sandine, Berkeley; Dr. son, Nylan Jeung, Joe Kubota, ence. The students, who have not
i n t e r n a t i o n a l s i t u a t i o n , a s k i n g small tubes by manufacturers and up over brands? You can't see
!fore We Forget .
but an admission fee Of two dol
whether it would help or hinder purchased by women to accentuate
Elizabeth Moore, Robert Purvis, been chosen as yet, will accom' subject of "escape" entirely, China. In this connection, he said the color in their lips," it still the darn stuff after dark anyhow! lars will be charged. Admission to and Mrs. H. K. Hamilton, Lodi;
Robert Raab, Delmar Rinfret, pany Dean Corson on the trip.
Science
must
move
forward
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Neil
Schellbach,
and
d
like
to
insert
this
little
story
that himself, once a pacifist, had falls under the classification of we've heard about this new orchid a single session will be seventyrlP >
Hanton St. Peter, Roy Teshima, I Problems pertaining to the Mardi
Berniece
Rose,
San
Jose;
Mr.
and
[ch Dr. Pease would probably been convinced that other mea bait! Won't any fisherman tell
five cents.
Mrs. Weslie Stouffer, Ripon; Mr. William Turnage and Arao Shige-1 Gras were discussed, and settled,
piose as representing the reso- sures short of armed intervention, you that the fish are always sus shade lipstick; and our friends
Topics of Miss Lowry's discus
taka.
An appropriation for the initial
i°n of a crisis involving two neg at least, were justified. Therefore ceptible to brightly colored lures say that it has a very distinct sion will include "Understanding and Mrs. Melburn Matheny, Oak
needs of the baseball team was also
flavor;
yet
we
can't
help
feeling
land.
ate valences.
he concluded, economic pressure on the hook? (And who says the that it is going to be a hardship and Meeting Individual Need," "Re
|approved.
["e little man proceeding to get against Japan seems increasingly females aren't good fishermen?)
lation of Setting to Method in
ofewhere else in a terrific hurry
Therefore, gentlemen, what good on Mother. Think of Mother's Helping Individuals," and "Con
desirable.
years
of
experimentation
from
e
P d a corner at top speed, only
is a survey that fails to include
—
owhich there finally evolved a pro sideration of Individual Need in
collide with the minister.
,for your benefit how to bait
Public Assistance Programs."
^here are you running, my littastes! But this was a personal cess for removing lipstick from
Advisory board of the SCA held
Miss Lowry is a graduate of
hankies. Now Mother must start
investigation by Miss Hoff. so pos
itt?" asked the minister.
its regular meeting last night at
College of the Pacific's A Capella
Cornell University, New York
Starting today Pacific facul
all
over
again
because
the
process
lR°me!" panted the boy. "Ma's
sibly you can apply as an as
the home of Miss Lorraine Knoles. choir will appear on the "Music and
School of Social Work, and other
ty will be given the privilege
only
works
on
red—not
orchid!
sistant and experience actual re
, "S to spank me.'
The discussion centered around j American Youth" program on KGO
of parking their cars on the
But there's hope; it won approval institutions specializing in soci
Mr. Robert Fenix's C. O. P. Indus sults.
. £ Fhat!" gasped the astonished
#
plans for the new SCA building I and the Pacific Blue Network of
ology.
street
opposite
Men's
Hall.
by the close margin of 52-48.
ij ^
P'ster. "Are you so anxious to trial Management class of twenty- RESULTS OBTAINED
Sociology majors and College of
which will be built with the $25,000 the National Broadcasting CompanyThis
will
not
affect
students.
Miss
Hoff
has
the
right
idea.
six
students
visited
the
Joaquin
f 0^
'e your mother spank you that
donated for that purpose by Mrs. tomorrow afternoon at 5 o'clock.*
interested in so
Getting back to the investiga Based on the survey of color pre Pacific stude
In orde>- to maintain a
Pottery Company plant on McKinS'1
I run ho;
W. C. Anderson of San Jose. Such | Under the direction of J. Russei!
tion, several brilliant facts smear ferences: Red-orange, seventeen; cial work are urged to attend this
check, the faculty will be pre
,(T°>" shouted the boy over his ley Road yesterday afternoon.
things as room arrangement, room I Bodley, the choir will be heard in
themselves into shirtfront promi deep red, sixteen; bright red, tvven- institute by Dr. Harold Jacoby
sented with stickers for their
The
kilns
and
operating
methods
„[' wider as he resumed his home
use, and cost of furnishings were a half-hour program of favorite se»
who is in charge of College of the
nence.
automobiles.
t i jTd (light, "but if I don't get there were observed, contrasted with the
discussed.
1 lections.
•fc
Continued On
I Pacific registration.
Did you know that the majority
ories expounded by the course.
P* pa, hell do It!"
, .\W*1 »'
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MARDI GRAS PLANS . .
are reaching the final stage of development with the
date of the year's biggest student body event only
eight days off. All signs point to the carnival as the
Gras to top all Mardis that have gone before. Most
of the committee preparations are set, but how about
the student body itself?
The Executive Committee has wisely decided to
limit entrance at the Gras to members of the PSA,
the Alumni Association, the faculty, and their respec
tive guests. In short, one student body card or
alumni card per couple—and no outsiders. This is
in keeping with the original intention of the Mardi
Gras—a student body dance for members of the stu
dent body, the Alumni Association and the faculty.
Members of the PSA are urged to remember this
and not "split" couples in order to get non-student
body members in. A check will be maintained on
those entering, insofar as it is possible, but it is ex
pected that student body members will not seek to
defeat the purpose of the event by enabling couples
to attend who are non-members of the PSA.
Stricter enforcement of rules barring alcohol and
rowdyness will be prevalent at next Saturday's funfest. A closer check will be kept on incoming and
outgoing traffic at the Auditorium entrance, to pre
vent the presence of individuals noticeably "under
the influence." This little item will be handled by
impartial professional bouncers who will not hesi
tate to follow instructions to the letter. The purpose
of this is not to impose "kindergarten rules" upon
members of the PSA, but to encourage better conduct
and less rowdyism, with a general lift in the enjoy
ment of the majority attending.
This ruling has obvious merits. All PSA mem
bers attending the dance (and that should be ALL)
will be wise to leave the liquor at home, if they must
have it. Nor will it be advisable to partake too lib
erally of it before coming either, for as the old Chinese
proverb has it: "He who comes well-oiled only
greases the skids for himself."
So with these things in mind, members of the
PSA are putting on the final touches to their cos
tumes—or feverishly thinking one up at the last
minute—in anticipation of the highlight of Pacific's
social season. Cooperation on the part of those at
tending should make it the best ever, with the spirit
of fun and frolic holding sway, unimpeded by rowdy
ism or any other disturbing factor!

CAREFREE—NOT CARELESS

-By BASTIAN
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WHIRL
By TWINCHELL
There comes a time in the life
of every columnist or would-becolumnist • when he deems It ap
propriate to present something in
the educational line. "After all,'
as we say once every four years,
"this Is college."
So, still trying to keep the at
mosphere one of youthful vivacity
and collegiate impulsiveness, we've
taken four given people (we'd like
to know who gave them to us)
with I. Q.'s ranging from low
moron to high moron. Each of
these embryonic borderliners has
sat down with closed eyes and
responded to these given words
with the first word that came to
his or her mind.
LET'S ALL PLAY

SHAW VS. IGNACE
It seems that the Faculty mem
bers are having some trouble In
There has been one thing ,,c
oK>°a
deciding between Artie Shaw and bothers us more every time we j
Ignace Paderewskl as their fav
Mils
orite instrumental soloist in the it. That, my friends, is a sul
piti<
Second Pacific Radio poll taken d e a r t o o u r h e a r t s , o u r o w n A
this week.
Mater Hymn. At every rallyl
As the tabulation of votes is in air resounds with the sounf
u- one 1
complete at this writing, only
1
shattered larynxes as the male; tbe >'aI
trends can be shown in the cur
rent report of the contest. More tion of the student body tries ( J, card|S<' '''
complete details will be available no success) to hit those da
high notes. It's high time thaf"ni
(>llA
for next week's writing.
.nl
l
Don Wilson leads In the favorite Hymn is put in a singable ft .this
,;
radio announcer poll. Ted Husing Your Cutter hereby delegates :lll iaSS>' r
self
as
a
committee
of
one
to
\
ear
'°
v
and Clem McCarthy lead in the
11
sports announcer list. Although the powers that be in the hoa ' jf t! '*>'
, • v
the voting has been sparse on fav remedying this deplorable s: «ear.
r
tion
at
an
early
date.
This
orite Sports programs, the Buick
tbeir har tin
not be swing, but being able to ^
so
m'
Fight-casts are leading.
do
can
Richfield's news broadcast leads our Alma Mater will help to and if they
us
in
the
groove,
and
we're
fot'
there
the March of Time by two votes
year
worry*0
in the poll on favorite News Broad BAND BLITHER
are
casts.
It seems that our correspori
c]ass
MOVIE STARS LIKED
of last week who said that j ! i i e r j ar
Whether the movie companies
Masso was playing with Gus * !\!'itPs
are right or wrong in their con
heim was misled. From all 1 in< thjs
tention that the weekly appear
dope
now available, Musso is r:":li
frt
ance of film stars on the radio are
ing
his
own band on the grojiiffc^" innovi
diminishing
box-office
intakes,
of the Exposition. How's ai ' ' ' r|,. ii
nearly everyone so far voting in
some of you cats getting theTII,,ittee \ . .
the poll favors film celebrities in
dope on this great mystery :?nces °
voting for favorite dramatic stars.
letting us know?
;inS with
Orson Welles, who at present isn't
•Nuff
In last week's issue, we repcii'llitte<3lined up with any film company,
on the All Star recording, but
,
is the only off-screen personality
got to put down an item of iflfitT® 1' *
that is getting any mention on the
Jense
est to you gates. It seems
ballots.
Benny Goodman had to play pat punlap
Almost a unanimous vote favors
Sally Hoge and
record programs. This is a strange sax on both sides of the disc,
Kenny
Klaas
when it came time to play, he
fact since Stockton listeners get
to borrow his own first sax n laurie Apple
so few good record programs. Hill
instrument. It seems that B •am, Janet
billy music seems to be the most
plays enough clarinet to mali"C. R " '
played music in these parts. It is
unnecessary for him to own )P THF. TOWN:
not the hill-billy music "The Cat's
own sax.
,sch and her hu
Whisker" is against, but how it's
When you come to think <WrE SHOES
played.
Pacific students and faculty Goodman gets off lucky wher masculine
favor humor in their drama diet. just has to pack his licorice a all(nlt by M
This was clearly shown in the uni to the job. The average sax lreaiiy is s
versal appreciation and enjoyment has to bring anywhere from ti SHOT:
to five horns to every job. 1 of the L.,.,, .
of the recent comedy smash,
Ralston, the lead sax man witl z> th, . -n
"George and Margaret," recently
Casa Loma Band, carries a
produced by Pacific's Little The
or more instruments with hi
atre under De Marcus Brown, on
doubles on practically every k:
the Pacific Auditorium stage.
wind instrument and is doui it Knoles left 1
Classical plays are next in line for
the most valuable man in the
ii meetings In Si
popularity, while mysteries have
because of his versatility. B
be held in thi
gathered in a measely two votes,
still has to pack a lot of plA college,
thus far.
ing.
GRAY, SHAW ON TOP
As to Pacific's favorite dance HOORAY FOR GUTBUCKE
band, Glen Gray and Artie Shaw
It does our heart good to
are copping top honors.
Kay Stockton and vicinity showin
Kyser, last year's overwhelming preference for name bands o:
favorite, hasn't been seen yet in swing variety. Two of the
the poll standings. Last semester outfits, namely Ran Wilde
Artie Shaw wasn't In evidence and Joseph Sudy, laid terrific hen
Glen Gray pulled a miserly four at neighboring ballrooms. Hi
votes. Draw your own conclusions, to gutbucket. Long may it wi
but wait and see the final results
The record rave of the
in next week's "Cat's Whisker."
the Swing Album just release^
Bee Wain, a newcomer to the Artie Shaw on the Bluebird )
"Cat's Whisker" leads the poll on ters. This album is compose!
popular vocalists, with Bing Cros six of Shaw's best and most)
by as a close second. Nelson Eddy cent records. For a solid send
is again the prime favorite of en to "Carioca," "Donkey's S
Pacificites, as a purveyor of classi ade" and the rest of the Shay
cal songs.
gadgets. They're the best A
Jack Benny, right or wrong, is has done yet.
heading the list of favorite comedi
ans. Charlie "Blockhead" McCar
thy is behind him by one vote. Last
term, when the totals were taken,
McCarthy followed Benny by only
two less votes. "The Cat's Whis
ker" apologizes to Charlie for classi
fying him under "Blockheads," but
Bob Hope must not be alone.
EDUCATIONAL
"The March of Time" is still ap
In Berlin they recently he!
preciated by more Pacificites than "eat more cheese" celebration
any other "educational" program, part of the celebration, a nui s
and "One Man's Family" which of big cheeses were carried thri
in more ways than one is an "edu the streets in a parade. Seij
cational program' leads as their absent-minded citizens gave
favorite dramatic serial.
Nazi salute.
M.
:

If you saw the play "You Can'
Take It With You," you will recall
an example of the dangers of the
free-association test.
We have
braved these dangers in present
ing your hair-trigger versions of
people and things about the
campus and other institutions
about the city of Stockton. Take
it away, Joe.
(Mr. Archania shall be "A," Mr,
Omega Phi, "B;" Mr. Rhizomia,
"C," and Miss Sorority Circle, "4,
WORD
ANSWERS
Registration. A. line B. multi
tudes C. money D. line
Electric razor. A. radio B. noise
C. stop it! D. salesman
Tea. A. strained B. weak C. cof
fee D. bore
Comptroller. A. bill B. money
C. Ritter D. Ritter
VIA RAY GROSSE
World Today.
A. sleep B. to
morrow C. "C" D. Knoles
SOME PEOPLE DON'T KNOW
Trigonometry. A. math B. tri
when they're well off! Here's a angle C. hard D. study
By GLADYS HUGHES
guy down at Modesto J. C
Blind Dates.
A. d i s g u s t B
has .been put on Stockton students at Pacific by the
blonde C. foul ball D. .fooey!
that's
thumbed
his
way
over
ALUMNUS AUTHOR
Inter-fraternity and Pan-Hellenic Councils this year,
Dr. Eiselen. A. pun B. history
This week we bring you some tt\e U. S. seven times, traveled in
C. pun D. pun
in demanding that the prospective rushee pay for
thing a little different in the lit Canada and Mexico since he was
Artie Shaw. A. noise D. razz
both a student body card and an infirmary fee before
erary line—a book by an alumnus twelve years old, gone to high
matazz C. Sapiro D. wow!
of the college, Harry Hubbard.
he or she becomes eligible. Of course, the student
schools in four states, been
Dining hall.
A. no! B. table
Mr. Hubbard has written a history
cloths C. line D. tired
body fee should be an absolute essential for engage
stowaway
on
two
boats,
been
in
of the section around Stockton
Goatee.
A. Southern B. Tully
ment in any activity; there should be no kick on that
and the part this section has every state except Maine and
C. Knoles D. Tully Knoles
played
in
the
history
of
the
state,
part of the provision. However, it does seem a bit
Rhode Island, and followed the
Yankee Doodle. A. horse B. top
calling it THE BUILDING OF AN nags in his spare time. Brother,
exorbitant that members of the P. S. A. who live in
hat C. Ghost D. war
EMPIRE. This column wishes to we can forgive you not going to
Fat man. A. Kingfish B. barbe
town should be made to pay an infirmary fee in order
depart from its customary policy Maine and Rhode Island (we hear
cue C. Sapiro D. ugh!
of
impartiality
and
compliment
to become pledged to a fraternity or sorority.
one's foreign territory and the
Sapiro.
A. swing B. piano C
Mr. Hubbard on his achievement. other is so small the hijackers
With GAIL SCHEERE
Many town students, living at home, have their
tennis D. friend
The book gives us vividly a pic have to have microscopes to find
Marriage. A. fun B. women C
own family doctors and their own means of taking OFF AND ON
ture of Stockton in the old days, the place), but those nags have
bed
D, doubtful
Well,
"There
ain't
no
GHOST
days when the thought of gold sent many a good man home
care of illness, therefore feel that a Pacific infirmary
Alumnus.
A. old B. liquor C.
no more, no more,
was in every mind, and talk of minus his pants and the rent!
fee is unnecessary. While the infirmary fee is a won
Hoffman D. boy
gold
came
readily
to
every
lip.
It
*
*
*
There ain't no GHOST no more,'
derful protection, especially for those living on the and what a lost feeling there is is a paean of praise and homage LIKE EVERY PLACE ELSE, Textbook. A. work B. money C,
D. thick
campus, it does appear that the Stockton students now. But when all's said and to one man, Captain Charles M. San Jose State has a lot of dum dry
"Arty." A. De Marcus B. show
Weber.
Those
of
us
who
have
done, the best always seems to
mies in the library, but these are
have a good argument.
C. woo D. fad
go the fastest. We'll lay even lived for some time in Stockton
dummies used to replace
Student Affairs Com. A. - control
To the athlete the infirmary is invaluable; to the odds that every one connected know of the debt our community wooden
books withdrawn. You sign your
student living on campus it is a fine safeguard; to with Marc's anniversary success is owes to its founder, but I'll ven name on the block instead of the B. nosey C. S. C. A. D. bother
Rushees. A. work B. crowd C.
ture to say few of us could relate card. They say it's part of the
the average town student it does have a value, but not wondering just what to do with the
rorpantic facts of that gentle double-check system still used in entertain D. more bother
the evening hours from sevenso great as to the other two. From the standpoint thirty on. Of course quite a few man's life.
Good deal! A. swell! B. swell
the British Museum. Blockheads
C. Jack Collins D. Rose Duggin
The style of the book is simple,
* *
*
of precaution, it would seem that five dollars for an will jump right into new work
Kingfish. A. fat man B. food C
infirmary fee is a wise investment for any student. F'r'instance, Dick Mirski will take ungarnished with vagrant and BY THIS TIME EVERY ONE goatee
D. meat
needless
flights
of
fancy.
We
liked
has heard tall stories about the
Lois Wheeler, Jean Cabou, Jack
But many "townies" think otherwise.
Mu Zete. A. woh! B. sorority
Holmes, and Boh Laning under the book, but found it slightly wind they had in Southern Cali
I he two councils undoubtedly were acting in ac his wing when he begins rehear prejudiced in spots. However, we fornia. You know how the Cham C. queen D. Chinese
Football hero. A. dumb B. noise
can forgive that, for we, too, have ber of Commerce likes to put the
cord with the Ex. Committee's "clamping down" sal on THE FATHER.
our heros. If you're a loyal Stock- dog on concerning such things C. Ajax D. broken leg
We
understand
that
Director
policy, in the best interests of the P. S. A. However,
tonian and know as little about
Cutting. A. 275 B. knife C. classes
is following the liberal the history of your city as, sadly They like to keep things secret, D. Sapiro
by placing the double requirement on prospective Mirski
but
once
the
news
is
out
they
ideas of his GHOST character in
rushees, the councils have excluded a number of out that there will be nothing com enough, most of us do, this is on puff it up as much as they can. Cub House. A. barn B. coffee C.
your MUST list.
Anyway, a bunch of the boys were "Tommy" D. work
standing town students who would like to be rushed. mon or ordinary in his Studio ONE LEFT OVER
Mardi Gras. A. grass skirt B
whooping it up out on the Troy
Deans Berg and Corson had instructions to cut off Theatre production. At the mo On the lighter side we turn to baseball diamond about the time costume C. date D. puzzled
ment, we won't divulge any of
the rushee list all names of those who had not paid the rumored steps he .will take a current bit of fictional fluff the big wind came down. Con Money. A. piles B. green C. fun
which should have been included fidentially, afterwards they wished D. lack
the infirmary fee.
from convention, but we're look
last week, but seems to have been they had the wind on their team.
Debating. A. Dr. McCall B. more
ing
forward
to
the
result
of
his
It may be too late to revise the ruling to take
mislaid — SURGICAL CALL
by The wind across the field put noise C. Phifer D. blah blah
unique efforts. Henry Hobs;in re
effect this semester, but it might be well for the Inter- turns to the boards in this one Sangster. It is the story of a more curves on the ball than Lust. A. censored B. censored C
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pa
lady doctor (see? the hospital Christy Mathewson.
censored D. censored
Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24,
. . something to watch.
frat and Pan-Hell groups to consider a change for
theme), and is just the thing for
Heater. A. hot B. heat C. noise at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3,
next year.
that extra halt-hour you don't
Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for In
THERE'S TOO MUCH DISA- D. difficulty.
HERE AVE GO AGAIN
know what to do with. The doc t-'Cement around these parts on
Allowance. A. Friday B. $100 C. tion 1103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
To go into the details and glori tor has two lovers, one a brilliant which way we are going. One gone D. none
fication of
the cast for HI but taciturn young surgeon, the group says we are going on and
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.50 A YEAR
Girl's dorm. A. lawns B. women
SPIRITS would take up all of other a stockbroker with aspira on to a greater civilization. We C. date D. noise
a real chance at Pacific this spring. Following the this date's column, and we want tions to be a playboy. They are
1938
Member
»»
were all for this until we read in
Night Dance. A. bad
PSA Executive Committee's approval and initial to tell you first about "play with both deeply in love with her. the Trojan what this Penn. State B.Thursday
Pbsocicrted
GoBeflicte
Pre»
nix C. tag D. corny
financial advance to the baseballers, there is no ap music." Around the campus there
prof, saye about the whole thing.
Stagg. A. virtue B. tanned C.
is a eery reserved and dignified
Now we don't know what to shag D. football
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager.
parent reason now why Pacific should not have a individual. —His name is Hal course.)
think. He says the U. S. has
Blaufuss. A. card B. more noise
good baseball team this year. There is plenty of ma Rogers. We'd love to go into a PERSONALS
RICHARD EATJ
passed its culture peak. Groups C. loud D. windbag (sorry Geo.)
BILL BECKER
If "Clark" Akers would manage
Manager
terial here, which despite last-minute organization, dissertation of him and how swell to maintain that fascinatin' little in which we live have become too Meeting. A. Methodist B. S. C. A.
Editor
he is, but knowing how he hates
large, and we have gotten further C. Thursday night D. surprise!
Phone 9-9121 or 2Phone 9-9121 or 3-2234
should mold into a good first-year team.
job
under
his
nose—could
WE
go
being publicized, we'll have to stop
and further away from leadership.
Beni Bava. A. B. happy C. work
for HIM! And what good would
L h e B o a r d o f A t h l e t i c C o n t r o l , a t i t s n e x t m e e t  here.
The leaders have become special D. basketball.
it do us?
STAFF
ing, will officially sanction the baseball team as a Last year he gave us SWEET Of all the complete and beauti ized in mass technique and con Rushing. A. Omega Phi B. Scan
NEWS:
Editor—Gregg
Phifer.
,
Pacific team, members of which will receive awards SUITE which was no small suc fully done wardrobes we've seen trol of power. The individual loy tlebury C. invitations D. annoying.
Copy Desk and Rewrite—Janet McGinnis, Dot Stegall, "
Seems to
cess in itself. Now he brings a in recent times, we hail Charlotte alties therefore cool.
j
Gossip. A. back fence B. women Brocklehurst, Margaret Mclntyre.
for their prowess. Games are being scheduled "screw-ball" comedy with songs
me there was a patent officer that
Reporters: Bonnie Smith, Charlotte Peterson, Kathryn MacDol
C. column D. boring.
Meeske's piece of work as tops
said
there
was
nothing
more
to
with outstanding collegiate nines in northern Cali and dialogue that completely tops so far this season. The ward
Mall. A. money B. bag C. female Clio Abercrombie, GaiJ Scheere, Jack Hidy, Gladys Sanguinetti, Lj
quit his job.
Lou Childs, Betty Lou Parker, Oliver Malcolmsen, Norman Ll
fornia and Stockton may witness some of the most his last year's effort. Hal played robe is no small task, and very invent, so he
D.
bore.
»
*
•
over the score for us one night few appreciated the slavery con
Janet Porter.
276"
A.
Old
Fashioned
B.
Hall
thrilling college baseball battles of the spring.
ALONG THE LINES OF THE
at a party, and one member who nected with it. So hats off to a
mark C. corn-nuts D. fun.
SOCIETY: Editor—Betty Dixon.
.
Members of the PSA are urged to get behind this paused for a moment to listen true work of art, Charlotte mio. 1 ecent student body card drive, Mother's
Club. A. saucers B. yapReporters: Jean Miller, Janice Morrill, Frances Hull, Janet
Sacramento Junior College has an
wanted
to
know
from
what
movie
latest addition to the athletic program of the College
Jack Holmes' nose embellish
yap
C.
Quiet
D.
beating.
Barbara Caswell, Pat Carson.
emollment of 2210, the second
the swell pieces had come. The
h
•
of the Pacific (there will be only a varsity squad this dialogue, music, and dances will ment is really quite becoming, but largest J. C. in the U. S. Their Well, maybe this did and maybe
we hope the next one won't be
it didn't. Anyway, if you just so
SPORTS: Editor—Alex Donsker.
«0f. ^Ig
season) and plan to attend as many games as possible, all work up into one magnificent so painful to acquire. (Poor old $2.00 student body cards have sold much
Reporters: Jack Price, Harry Du Praw, Francis Hellman, j. ®r'' ,
as said "ain't It the truth"
only 183. which shows either the
whole, and you'll love it!
when the contests are scheduled.
Jack caught the swinging frame
once, then it's art, as your poetess,
students
are
too
poor,
or
the
cards
As soon as we've watched a of a door on the GHOST set and
Bonnie S. and I agree.
This turn of events should put a stop to the moans couple
are worth much less.
rehearsals and have gath practically knocked himself cold.)
FEATURES: Editor—Dot
^ hi
-Dot Stegall.
o
of those who have been clamoring for the national ered a little more detailed dope Will Doris Rankin please sing
Associates: Buford Bush,
Bush. Ray
Rav Grosse, Gladys Hughes, <3b 1
GROSSE'S S H O T O F T H E TREASURE ISLAND ART
Harvey, Ralph Trembley, Bonnie Smith, Henry Hobson, George I
pastime at Pacific. Players interested in making the about the cast, we'll let you have "My Heart Belongs To Daddy" WEEK:
The bulletin board outside of fuss, Herman Sapiro, Gail Scheere.
it with both hands. (This is no again sometime? Arid please, let's
team will get their first big chance to show their stuff idle boast, cause once way back
The following is a U. S. C. oom 217W will give current infor
have the same atmosphere for its
ART: Editor—Bob Bastian.
grocer's understanding of
the mation on other art exhibitions and
tomorrow morning at Oak Park.
in Hi school we flunked a typing rendition.
Associate—Dave Matthews.
WPA. "We Play Around." showing pn Treasure Island.
Staff Photographer—Dick Riddel!
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Oriental Dance
Is Women s
Hall Theme

TODD'S AND CAMELLIAS
combination of spring and
nellias and daffodils — it's
Oriental decorations will be the fea
% ip again, and a young man's ture of the radio sport dance to be
given by Women's Hall tomorrow
especially nice walk (if night in the lobby of the hall.
Dancing will continue from 9:00
ie in the mood for walks)
until 1:00 a. m. and refreshments
the daffydils near the li- will be served.
Florence Malik, president of
lther of Mr. Ritter's camelWomen's Hall, will receive the
the Ex-committee for the guests, and patrons and patron
that only one member of esses for the evening will be Mrs.
pie at the Mardi Gras must Anna Grant, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
a PSA card.
Connolly, Dr. and Mrs. Allen Wal
SPEAKING OF
do, and Mrs. Cora Lynch.
mitt"
MARDI GRAS
Hostesses and their guests who
'^ication this week is to all
Hostesses and their guests who will
* •' » r,V' lweet little lassies who haven't attend are Charmian E. Cash, Sher
«n r iy 'Njing to wear for the Mardi wood Norton, Rosalee Treverrow,
ln*. b«t
- • • and
they have some- Del Westcott, Ruth Udden, Dan
•? to wear, they can't do a Looney, Betty Harkness, Bob Blodj with their hair . . . and gett, Betty Fullerton, Bob Conn,
« V
^ Aey can do something with Lois Bugbee, j_.enn Hamm, Phyllis
m
I hair ami if they have a Stabler, . John Bryant, Margaret
brae to wear, there are still Harmon, Bill Stone, Betty Dahl'h|)
• (j, who are worrying about gren, Les Dow, De Ette Hamsher,
Everett Coil, Marabelle Rodier,
Mayi n< *jv, another class is Frankie
Ranson McCarty, Inez Toscano,
K ardson who has already de- Harold Dieckmann, Jacqueline
l| jd four invites for March 11. Ritchie, Lew Tark, Bonnie Smith,
this year will
H' rdi Gras •
- *be Bill £>chedler, Beverly Weltman,
tj<n^ ytly different from former Norman Davis, Barbara Gibbon,
Itttij One
"ie innovations will Monroe Langdon, Barbara Laddon,
it
^ : committee checking on the Dick Morrall, Pauline Hanna, Emil
nrn»?
,.
5priatences of costumes. Those Seifert, Lois Klaas, Vic Myers, Olive
**'1 s i*an^| meeting with approval will Clark, Morry Thatcher, Veda Ander
ir r«Cot*, be admitted. 'Nuff said, Pa- son, Bill Toland, Mary Ann Bol
d°»n n jr
ton, Roy Phillips, Sally Hoge, Ed
•v"« It |k TOGETHERS of this week Seville, Janet Porter, Karl Rigor,
by ,,ide Pat Jensen and Marvin Jimmie Wood, Dick Stebbins, Rose
^
of nJtti, Pat Dunlap and Jane Duggin, Herman Sapiro, Margaret
>rT:* hmitojian,
Sally Hoge and Dick Pyron, Murray Hunt, Winnie Ran
"i (inJey, Kenny Klaas and Jackie dall and Eugene Minson.
It
. on Laurie Applegarth and
cl*rtntt idodrum, Janet "Red" Porter
for him
Karl "C. R." Rigor.
\ OF THE TOWN: Gypsy
come t,•° II Rausch and her hula skirt.
off Ivk,1iT WHITE SHOES of the seaPack his n the masculine ranks were
* awn;! felled about by Max Gobel.
By DOROTHY EICK
unywiuri ,e il real,y is spring.
Skirts, sweaters, jackets—jackets,
rn*
every riNG SHOT:
e lead m a some of the girls don't stop sweaters, skirts. And, at the risk
a Band, ciri boy-crazy, they'll soon be of being trite—sweaters, skirts and
jackets. Regardless of sequence
»tr menti r l°t'e<i•• I •
*
*
(except when wearing, of course,
on praetleaOye
the skirt tends to the lower por
8~ fesident
Knoles left Tuesday tion of torso with the jacket and
'
'tlumni meetings In Southern sweater distributed about above),
s v
prnia to be held in the inter- these meager offerings comprise the
« tn j,a A e i« f the college;
uniform of the co-ed. And it's
amazing how she copes with its
limitations.
Copes with color—
HOORAY FOB
with cut—with combinations—and
produces a stream-lined work of
art, verily. You can see her point,
of course. If he's in sight. Hasn't
someone said that fashion is bi
ology's by-product? If not, they
should have.

,

Stagg Feted
At Turkey
Banquet
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Breeden en
tertained members of the 1938 foot
ball team and several special guests
at a turkey dinner last Monday
night, celebrating a successful sea
son in the Far Western Conference.
Orange and black, traditional Pa
cific colors, were used throughout
the banquet hall of the Central
Methodist Church, which was the
setting for the affair. Football
trophies and trophies of the Far
Western Conference formed anoth
er decorative note.
Center of interest was the replica
of the 1938 season bearing a large
picture of Coach Amos Alonzo
Stagg, the scores of the various
games, and pictures of Assistant
Coach Ralph Francis and members
of the team. At the conclusion of
the evening, the replica was pre
sented to Mr. Stagg by Bob Coe,
graduate manager.
After dinner speeches were given
by Mr. Breeden, Dr. Tully C.
Knoles, Mr. Stagg and Mr. Francis.
Other special guests of the Breedens were: Mr. J. C. Corson, Mr.
and Mrs. Chris Kjeldsen, Mr. Earl
Jackson, Mrs. Cora Lynch, "Grand
pa" Ring, Dr. C. A. Stabler and Mr.
Herb Harper.
Another appropriate tribute to
Mr. Stagg, who opened his fiftieth
year of coaching with spring prac
tice Monday, was the gold-painted
football which each guest auto
graphed. Mr. Breeden presented
the ball to Mr. Stagg.

Tau Kappa Has Dean Berg
^lovel Rush

Program
In keeping with the coming of
spring, tiny cellophane butterflies
were perched on arrangements of
flowering quince as decorations for
the tea Saturday afternoon at Tau
Kappa Kappa house. Incidental
music was played during the after
noon by M>-lba Jean Loyd at the
piano. Miss Ellen Deering, house
mother, presided r.t the tea table.
Monday evening the sorority girls
and rushees dropped their dignity
and became kids again for the eve
ning.
Pink elephants walked
across the table cloth and dogs
danced on ue napkins. Toys and
pictures gave the dining room the
atmosphere of a play room. Games
were played f llowing the dinner,
and Lois Mae Ventre told a bed
time story before the guests de
parted.
At the tea Wednesday afternoon
the girls turned to Mexico for their
theme. Seraphes, Mexican hats and
curios, and bright colored mari
golds were used in decorations.
Miss Deering, house-mother, poured
tea and also entertained the girls
with some amusing incidents of
her trip to Mexico. Mexican food
in keeping with the decorations
was served.
The first formal rush dinner was
Rainbow Dinner. Cellophane,
balloons, flowers and candles of all
rainbow colors were used in dec
orating. Dinner was served at card
tables covered with cellophane table
cloths. A seven branch candelabra
with a candle of each color of the
ainbow was placed on the man
tel. A short program followed the
dinner.
Lucille
Wilson, Jean
Strong and Lois Lassell were in
charge of the dinner.
*

»

•

Tomorrow Will
•lose Rushing
At Rhizomia

customary FORM—namely, a front
al, a backal, two sideals and No
topal. She supplies the topal, and
Rushees of Rho Lambda Phi will
phatatopal, in most cases, for
be entertained at a rush dinner and
sooth!
theatre party Saturday evening,
*
*
*
comprising the third and last rush
Jackets have come into their ing event of the fraternity. The
supreme own, too. Frankly, some party will follow the rush skating
of the abbreviated affairs seen event which took place Thursday
campus-ing could hardly be digni evening of last week.
fied by the name. However, some
Members of the faculty affiliated
good sporty lines and hues-that- with Rhizomia have been invited to
hit-the-orbs have been exhibited by attend the event. Those planning
many a Josephine College.
to attend are as follows: Har
*
» *
old Jacoby, Robert Burns, Robert
F'rinstance—Virginia Nelson, that Fenix, John G. Elliott and De Mar
poet's young dream, furnished all cus Brown. Alumni planning to
and sundry with nocturnal material attend the dinner t_nd theater party
recently by appearing in a pale will include Lucien Scott, Louis
rose outfit. Its main features con Sandine, Jim Bainbridge.
*
*
*
sisted of a pleated skirt below, a
However—to follow our lead in fitted jacket above, a host of but
detail—skirt3 run to pleats this tons down front, and Miss Nelson
year. You already know what runs inside. Ahhhh, bliss!!
*
»
•
to skirts, so we'll leave that to the
readers' intelligence, if any. Afore
Doris Bishofberger, a Lovely Lodi
Archania went into the second
mentioned pleats are wide, narrow, Lady, wears a maroon mixed sport
week of rushing with an informal
long, low, plaids, plains, stitched outfit which should be a guarantee
dinner Thursday evening.
and unstitched—and gently but against being marooned anywhere
The affair took place at seven
firmly, may we add—pressed and if you'll pardon the punny attempt
o'clock at the Alphas Kappa Phi
impressed?
Also Betty Lou Parker has been house, with an Italian dinner as the
seen In a plain brown skirt topped featured attraction.
Without a doubt, in its present with a brown and green plaid
Informal discussion was the event
exalted version, the collegiate jacket ala wide ascot and saucer of the evening, the session breaking
sweater has reached the heights of buttons. . . . Something in a slight up around eleven.
chic. In brief, you find all colors, departure from the conventional
all styles, all diversifications of jacket was modeled by Connie Moore. Her rose colored two-piece
silk and wool. Practically speak
suit was worn under a navy blue
ing, anything goes, but as this
redingote, providing an interesting
PHONE 5-5765
wends pressward, ye scribe has
combination and an unusual one.
* * *
seen no radical departure from the
Sooooooo, in passing, as we run
for the Maginot Line, we offerWhat does higher education
STARTING SUNDAY
get her?
With
A skirt, a jacket, and maybe a
EUennor Powell, Robert Young
Geo. Burns, Gracle Allen
sweater.
—ALSO—

ARCHITES END
SPRING RUSH

dr. EISElE

elusive Hair Dressing
at Popular Prices

r

AfiO PA CIFIC AVENUE
^ - BEAUTY SHOPPE
'18 Pac. Ave. Ph. 3-0884

...

m

"HONOLULU"

"B&Y SLAVES"

With
Ann Shirley anil Rogrer Daniel

MARCH 9th

"BEACH COMBER"
With Charles Laughton

;IFIC
•
;|l I. H

yf**

DRESSMAKER

SUIT

A
•, l

Engagement Cups
Rosenthal China

Chas, Haas & Sons
524 E. Main St.

r"

f

Embodying the new
"softer" look that Fash
ion decrees! Skirt with
flaring pleats stitched
part way down, and a
superbly fitted jacket!

SIERRA
Warren William
Ida Lupino

Of All-Wool Shetland

\W

IEVEMAY SHORE
Nat. Per. Wave
$2.50
Duart Per. Wave
$3.50
(Dry) Shampoo & Finif'wnve .50
Wet Shampoo
25
For Appointments
322 Lexington Ave. Phone 2-6555

"The Lone Wolf
Spy Hunt"
—And—
Adventure Lives Again!

'Drake The Pirate'

CUB HOUSE
YOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM

Honored By
Mrs. Knoles
Miss Opal Berg was compli
mented at an informal tea given
last Thursday afternoon at the
campus home of Mrs. Tully C.
Knoles.
Daffodils and winter iris pre
dominated in the spring flower
decoration in the living and dining
rooms.
Miss Deering greeted the guests
at the door, and Miss Berg and
Mrs. Knoles received the guests.
Mrs. Fred L. Farley and Mrs.
Dwayne Orton poured, and Miss
Helen Danner, Miss Martha Pierce
and Mrs. James Corson assisted
Mrs. Knoles in serving.
The afternoon was spent visiting
by the guests, among those were
the wives of the deans of both col
leges, housemothers of the differ
ent living quarters, presidents of
the sororities and dormitories, and
presidents of the alumna groups
of the sororities.
#

#

*

85 Years Are
Dance Motif
At Archania
Last Friday night, Alpha Kappa
Phi fraternity combined its 85th
anniversary celebration with a
rush event, and the result was a
successful informal dance.
Kenny Hepper, with his music
styled the streamlined way, made
hit with fraternity men, rushees
and guests.
In addition to Miss Patty Pierce,
house hostess, Mr. and Mrs. J. Rus
sell Bodley and Dr. and Mrs. Gor
don Patton were patrons and pat
ronesses for the occasion.
Bill Scantlebury, who was gen
eral chairman of the affair, was
assisted in planning decorations by
Karl Rigor, Harold Dieckman,
Jerry Bentley and Ralph Trembley.
Stan Vaughn, George Tomasinl and
Milt Greenblatt arranged for the
clean-up, and invitations for the
evening were in the hands of Elton
Hedges, Dick Bentley and Dick
Eaton.

OmegaPhi's
Final Rush
Tonight
Tonight is the red-letter night for
Omega Phi Alpha fraternity, for
the rush party scheduled tonight
is the final event of the spring
rushing season. Rushes of the
house will be entertained at an
Italian dinner to be served at six
o'clock.
Decorations will carry out the
Italian theme, and immediately fol
lowing dinner, a program will be
presented in the same motif. Roger
Cross is chairman of the decora
tions committee, and assisting him
are Howard Lewis and John Lucas.
Les Knoles, Hugh McWiliiams
and Herman Gaumnitz comprise
the entertainment committee. Alum
ni of the fraternity who are re
turning to present the program for
the evening are Bill Pisani, who is
famous on the Pacific campus for
his piano rendition of "Bolero;"
John Hoobyar, who will sing; Bill
Dean, who will give a dramatic
skit; and Howard Thurston, who
will present a mock broadcast.
Dick Patriquin will be Master of
Ceremonies for the evening.
Jerry Cicinato, social chairman
for the fraternity, has appointed
additional committees to assist him
with arrangements. The refresh
ment committee is composed of
Clem Swagerty, Rollie Campbell
and George Atkins. Rudy Rivera,
Trevor Griffiths and Art Irish form
the reception committee for the
event.
*

*

Society Honors
Manlio Silva

Pan-Hellenic
Formal Set
For March

Deep Purple
To Be Manor
Hall Motif
Committee chairmen for Manor
Hall's formal dance to be held
March 24 were announced last week
by Pauline Crawford, social chair
man.
These chairmen—Dorothy Kolln,
orchestra; Jean Schooline, location;
Ethel Stark, bids; Edith Kidder,
decorations; and Marnie Nile, re
freshments — together with the
house couici have chosen the
Florentine Room of the Hotel Clark
as a site, and the motif will be
Deep Purple. Jimmy Ross's or
chestra will play.
Bids for this dance may be pur
chased by any unaffiliated women
students from Mildred Baptlsta or
Pauline Crawford.

Ski Special
A la BONNIE SMITH
Oh, thank the Lord for the
upski,
And pray to the Lord on the
down.
For though it's tough when
the going's rough,
One must never be seen with
a frown.
So . . . smile when you fall on
your ski pole.
Don't ever listen to "Cant's"
And remember this rule, al
ways grin like a fool,
When you find that you've
ripped your new pants.
Chuckle when toes freeze to
gether,
Smile when your ski breaks in
two.
Laugh when your binding gets
tangled
And the ski slips off of your
shoe.

With the conclusion of rushing
this week, interest in sorority
circle is focusing upon the intersorority dance to be sponsored
by Pan-Hellenic on March 18.
The Pan-Hellenic Council, con
sisting of the president from each
sorority and one other represen
tative from each house, has as
its members the following: Bar
bara Gammons and Lois Mae
Ventre, Tau Kappa Kappa; Fran
ces Hallmark and Junan Bronzich, Mu Zeta Rho; Minnie Saw
yer and Bette Flickinger, Alpha
Theta Tau; and Margaret Trabert
and Marguerite Etzel, Epsilon
Lambda Sigma.
Committees for the combined
affair are as follows: Decorations,
Alice Tilton, chairman, aided by
Junan Bronzich, Helen Flail, and
Charlotte Meeske; music, Hertha
Rausch, chairman, Muriel Logerwall, and Edith Claire Hixson;
place, Betty Dixon, chairman, as
sisted by Virginia Weston, Mar
guerite Etzel, and Lois Mae
Ventre; program, Dawn Walters,
chairman, together with Jean
Morrall and June Lane; refresh
ments, Margaret George, chair
man, assisted by Merle Morton,
Aline Durst, and Betty Booth.
Definite announcements concern
ing place, orchestra, and theme
will be made after the various
committees have met.
•

•

*

Lipstick Poll
•jf

Continued From Page t

ty-nine; medium, thirty-four; and
natural, four, she recommends the
manufacture of a "greasy, highgrade lipstick in orchid, medium,
and bright red."
That reminds us to present for
your consideration the philosophi
cal question: "Red makes a bull
out of a male cow, but red lipstick
only cows the male man."
FINE POINT
Golden also recommends that,
"Coty's Is the most highly adver
tised brand," other manufacturers
should use extensive advertising,
especially in college newspapers.
That, Golden, should soften the
heart of our advertising manager.
In conclusion, we're in flavor of
lipstick. (We've seen our sister
come out of bed of an early morn
ing without her artifices.) We're
highly in flavor of them!

Manlio Silva, Stockton Symphony
conductor, was presented with an
honorary life membership in the
California Composers' and Writers'
Beam when you butch your
Society last Monday evening during
last "Christie"
the intermission of the Stockton
Grin when your pants start to
Symphony concert. The presenta
soak.
tion was made by Galen "Stub"
Giggle when fingers freeze
Harvey, founder of the parent or
solid,
ganization arid organizer of the
Just think of it all as a joke.
San Joaquin County branch.
Coincidental with the presenta
C h o r t l e when socks have
tion were tributes paid Professor
frozen,
Allan
Bacon,
symphony
soloist;
*
*
*
It's really a kick, you'll dis
Colonel B. C. Allin, honored local
cover.
composer, and Hoyle Carpenter, ar
Laugh 'til you laugh your fool
ranger of the symphony score for
head off,
Colonel Allin's composition. All
And then go home and re
are members of the new Pacificcover.
Music lovers found much to de San Joaquin County Chapter.
light them in the SCA chapel serv
ices held last Tuesday in the Audi
torium. The keynote of the service
was "Spring Comes On!" High
lights of the exercise were the in
O
strumental trio of Cook, Tomlinson and Bacon, a vocal solo by
Phone 6-6871'
340 East Main St
Miss Bowerman and an aesthetic
dance interpretation of "Spring'
by Jean Miller.
Tune in KWG, 9:15 A.M. Daily
The A Capella choir lent distinc
Wonder Radio Headlines
tion and color to the service with
its rendition of songs in the spring
vein.

Spring Heralded
3y SCA Chapel

TIKI IIIMH® Dims
STOCKTON

Now In Our
New Location

333 E. Main St.
We will be open for business
at our New Location during
the moving and remodeling.

The Campus Viewpoint
on

JACKETS
and

GLEASON'S
DRUG STORE
333 E. Main St.

Ph. 2-4118

hate'A what you're
traan waitiny jjol ...
A COMPLETE PORTABLE
TYPEWRITER
REMINGTON

Remette

and the NEW UNDER
WOOD, ROYAL, CORO
NA and NOISELESS
PORTABLES.
On our easy payment
plan, and remember "No
Interest or carrying
charge."
Rent Any Make
Standard Machine

5 ToT $5.00
FREE DELIVERY

A GOOD PLACE TO

STOCKTON
Typewriter Co.

"EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY"

436 E. Market Street
Phone 2-8514

SKIRTS
With Balmy Spring Days ahead
. . . you'll fool the professor, while
thumbing the pages to and froespecially if you look your smart
est in one of The Wonder's Newly
arrived Jacket and Skirt en
sembles . . ,

Be gay and colorful, get a nov
elty Tweed Jacket in two or three
color combinations, either in a
Lapel or Button high around the
neck style.

5.95 - 7.95 - 12.95
Skirts in one, two or three colors
to match or mis-match your Jack
et. Pleated wool crepes . . . All
colors—Rose, Light Blue, Purple,
American Beauty, Fuchsia, Cycleman and Navy . . .

4.95 and 5.95
STREET FLOOR
THE WONDER
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Francismen Finish
Season At Chico
Tiger Cagers Seek To Escape
F. W. C. Cellar By Twin Win

Bengals Lose
Fresno Series,
Hit Cellar

f" "

Ibttgal Mparts fag?
Edited By Ales Donsker

Bulldogs Upset
Francismen Twice
By Close Scores

Hitting their worst slump of
the 1938-39 basketball season,
Coach Ralph Francis College of
Pacific cagers dropped a close
two-game series to the Fresno
State Bulldogs by scores of 34-30
and 44-40 last week on the Raisin
City courts. The Fresno disaster
dumped the Tigers to the cellar
of the Far Western Conference.
Unable to hit the hemp with
consistency in either game, the
Bengal quintet looked like a
second rate team for the first
time in Pacific's basketball his
tory. The invading Tigers could
have had the series with ease
had they been in their usual
form and unhindered by injuries.
ATTACK BOGS DOWN
The absense of Paul Rippon was
probably the most important fac
tor in the Tigers' Raisin City
upsets. With Rippon out of the
game the local cagCVs lacked
their usual effective whirlwind
attack so often displayed in the
past.
In the second and final engage
ment the Tigers let victory slip
through their hands with poorly
aimed foul shots. Awarded a
total of twenty-one charity throws,
the Bengals could manage to
make but seven good.
High scoring honors of the
series went to Erwin Austin,
flashy Fresno forward, with a
total of thirty points for the
series. Austin hit a hot streak in
A sharpshooter who may give the the second game and tallied 22
Bengals trouble tonight is ED points. The other eight points
BEHNKE, veteran Chico forward. were made in the opening contest.
BOX SCORES

By JACK PRICE
Tangling with the Chico State cagers tonight in the
first of their two game casaba series, the Tigers of
Pacific are out to pull an upset and climb from the
Far Western Conference cellar before the 1989 basket
ball season comes to a close tomorrow night, with the
final game against the Wildcats.
Drilling his "hard luck" quintet
with various pepper plays to bring
them back to life, Coach Francis
has the Bengals primed to pull a
fast one on the Wildcats and
emerge victorious if the Staters
try to rest on their early season
laurels.
BENGAL SPIRIT UP
With the Tigers seemingly riding
out of their two-week slump they
have a fair chance of taking one
game and a slight chance, a very
slight chance one might add, to
cop the series. If they can split
the series with their highly-touted
opponents, the Bengals will gain a
tie with Fresno State for fourth
place. A double victory would see
the Orange and Black cagers wind
up the season in third place with
Nevada. A double defeat would
make Pacific cellar champs of the
conference.
Although still lacking the serv
ices of their ace forward, Paul Rippon, the Bengals' hopes have been
stimulated by the return of Pat
Dunlap. Dunlap crawled off the
injury list in time to see action in
the Fresno affair, but he wasn't
in shape to give his teammates
much aid. However, he's back in
top form now with several work
outs under his belt and he should
be a threat for the Tigers tonight.
CHICO DANGEROUS
Not much is known about the
Chico quintet individually, but as a
team they are ranked about tops
in Northern California and at the
opening of basketball season were
picked as potential champs of the
conference. That was before any
one had reckoned with the Cal
Aggies, who thus far are the only
loop club to beat Chico State.
To date the Wildcats, by virtue
of double wins over Nevada and
Fresno stand in second place in the
F. W. C. and a pair of victories
or defeats this week-end won't
alter their position either way.
The fact that Chico has nothing
to gain in victory and nothing to
lose in defeat, as far as their stand
ing is concerned, gives the Fran
cismen more hope in climbing from

WILDCAT

No Varsity Swim
Squad—Kjeldsen

bottom of the league.
Probable starting line-ups for to
night's battle:
For Pacific, McWilliams and Higgins at forwards, Dunlap at center,
Doyle and Koehler at guards.
Chico will use Uren and Behnke,
forwards,
Holland
at
center,
Schleuter and Welch, guards.

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

Main & El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be fouj
fouhd in a
First-Class Phar
armacy/

BOB'S
BOB'S BARqg&^StiOP
ON PACIFIC AVE.

Dr. Marshall C. Turner
DENTISTRY
2319 Pacific Ave.
Phone 8-8362) /
Hours 9-5 '
Evenings by Appointment

FO. FT. P.

.

Kelly
Higgins
McWilliams
Avery
Dunlap
Hoffman
Brownell
Doyle
Da hi
Koehler
Adamina

HUMPHREYS
(Since 1896)

School of Business

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber
Stockton

BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Products
Servp Pacific
448
Fremont
Phone 8-8613

Meet The
Gang

PACIFIC
COFFEE SHOP

AT/ '

BOBB INN

"WHERE TilE/FOOD
RAILWAYS GOOD"

Fountain-Curb Service

SERVING BREAKFAST,
LUNCH and
DINNER

2043 Pacific Avenue

Lawless
Austin ..
Peterson
Warnar
Hill
Kraus ..
McCall .
Luckin
Berg
McClurg
Kaufman

PAT DUfJlltLAP
Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613
ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California

Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street
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Totals
..11 12 34
SECOND GAME
PACIFIC
FG. FT. P.

Higgins

. 2
. 0

Kelly
Hoffman
Brownell
McWilliams
Avery
Dunlap
Doyle
Adamina
Koehler
Dahl
Totals
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Lawless
Hill
Austin
Warnar
Peterson
McClurg
McCall
Berg
Kaufman

0
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1
0
2
4
0
4
1
3
0

17

6
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FG. FT. P.
3
0
-.. 10
0
2
0
2
1
0
18

8

44

Aqqie C^qers Win
F.W.C. Title
Sweeping across the hardwood
court like a tornado leaving noth
ing but destruction in its wake, the
undefeated Cal Aggie quintet
handed the visiting Nevada Wolves
a double lacing by scores of 47-24
and 47-39 to gain the Far Western
Conference basketball title at Davis
last weekend.
This year marks the first time
that the Aggies have won the con
ference hoop crown and that a
team has gone through a league
cage schedule, unbeaten.

BUY
00 WILL
A
TYPEWRITER

(What's the Catch?)
Call at Stockton's leading
typewriter store for informa
tion. AH makes portable or
standard.

STANDARD
OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO.

VALLEY
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES;
M&ES/

0

FG. FT. P.
3
3
9

340 E. Weber

FLORAL CO.

0

3
2
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
2
10

FRESNO

Totals

339 East Main Street
. . . JEWELERS . . .

For better business positions

On El Dorado

PACIFIC

Death knell for the hopes of the
few varsity swimmers left from
last year was struck this week with
the announcement of the Athletic
Department that no varsity splash
squad would be sponsored this Totals
season.

Business And Professional Directory
Forty-Nine Drug Co.

FIRST GAME

Stagg, Warner
Will Meet
In Oct.
Rivalry in all its splendor
will come to the front in
Stockton next October 20 when
the Tigers of Pacific clash
with the San Jose Spartans in
the annual gridiron classic
with Amos Alonzo Stagg and
Glen S. (Pop) Warner, the two
oldest football coaches in the
United States, facing each
other for the first time respec
tive careers.
Notice that the Spartans
had signed "Pop" Warner as
an advisory aide, to Head
Coach Dud Degroot was made
public early this week by San
Jose's Athletic Board.
Warner resigned from Tem
ple University at the close of
the 1938 season due to ill
health. He has forty-four years
of football coaching to his
credit, but Pacific's "Grand
Old Man" still tops them all
as he steps into his fiftieth
season this fall.

J. C. Paddlers
Vs. Stanford
Frosh Today
This afternoon Coach Chris
Kjeldsen's Jaysee mermen will
travel to Palo Alto to engage in a
swimming meet with the Stanford
Freshmen, the initial competitive
splash of the season for the Cubs.
This year's Indian papoose squad,
headed by Paul Herron of Stock
ton, is one of the strongest in the
history of the peninsula school, and
the meet should prove to be one
of the most important of the sea
son for the locals.
The Stockton J. C. aquatickers
will be led by Fred Van Dyke, last
year's Frosh star, who is hailed as
one of the country's outstanding
back-stroke artists by many ex
perts. Others making the trip to
Stanford, and their events, are:
Jim Van Dyke, 220-yd. free-style;
Bob Owen, 440 and 100-yd. free
style; Ray Gnekow a.nd Les Jacobsen, breast-stroke; Karl Rigor,
Wayne Bird, and Vic Simpson in
the sprints. Rounding out the squad
is diminutive Norman Davies, the
only diver on this year's Cub pool
crew.
Probable relay teams for the
meet are: Four-man relay, Owen,
Simpson, Bird and Jim Van Dyke;
medley relay—Fred Van Dyke,

Baseballers
Under Way
Tomorrow
Corson Chosen
Coach; Squad
To Be Limited
Bolstered by an initial appropria
tion from the PSA Executive Com
mittee and the selection of Jim
Corson as coach, C. O. P.'s base
ballers will hold their first official
practice of the season at Oak Park
tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.
All candidates for the team, which
will be a varsity squad adhering
strictly to eligibility rules, are urged
to be out for the practice. Keen
competition for the squad, which
will be limited to twelve, is ex
pected.
Pending final approval of plans
by the Board of Athletic Control,
which meets next week, the team
is attempting to schedule games
with northern California collegiate
nines, such as California, Stanford,
St. Mary's, Santa Clara, San Jose
State and others.
As soon as the Board puts its
stamp of approval on the project,
baseball will be recognized as a fullfledged sport at Pacific, wtih var
sity awards to be given at the end
of the season.
Practice games with local clubs
will be scheduled, beginning within
the next two weeks.

SPEEDY

One of the Chico State spark
plugs is "BLACKY" SCHLEUTER,
guard who leads the fast-breaking
offense.
back-stroke; Les Jacobsen, breaststroke; and Karl Rigor, free-style
These teams, according to Coach
Kjeldsen, are subject to lastminute changes.

Varsity Tennismen Set
For Spartan Bombers
Kjeldsen Has Veteran Team Ready
For San Jose Opener Tomorrow
By THE NETMAN
•
Tomorrow morning at ten o'clock
The Tiger netmen have quite a
on the Pacific courts the College of
the Pacific varsity tennis team of bit of work to do Saturday, and
it might help to have a little stu
ficially open the 1939 net season
with the hungry Spartans of San dent suppgjft to encourage the
players. Students and friends of
Jose State College.
theirs
are invited to attend this
Coach Chris Kjeldsen will prob
match.
ably meet the San Jose challenge
WHAT THEY THINK
with the veteran team of Captain
To counteract the rumor that
Francis Hellman, Jack McBride,
Herman jjapiro, Russ Pugmlre and the Prune Belt bombers intend to
Ralph Trembley, a newcomer, show the Tigers no mercy, vari
ous members of this season's
ranked respectively.
squad, discreetly or indiscreetly,
STRONG OPPONENTS
uttered various lethal predictions.
Coach Blesh of San Jose State
Herm Sapiro: "Shucks, fellas, _
will include in his entourage Vic
can't beat Budge or Tilden, but
tor Ehle, who turned in an upset
then I don't see any Budges or
6-0, 6-0, match against the highly Tildens
listed on the Spartan
regarded McCabe of San Mateo roster."
J. C.; George Kifer, veteran of past
Jack McBride: "Watch my
campaigns; George Egling, Bill smoke.
When I'm hot I'm hard
Boscacci, Walt Nasif, John Krysi- to put out."
ak, Don Graves, and George Quetln.
Francis Hellman: "I've outlasted
Bob Payne and Ernest Rideout may
many others on these courts and
also be included.
I m rounding, into condition very
Final results of matches for posi satisfactorily for anything up to
tions on the Tiger team are not an eight-hour vigil."
available at this time. The pres
Russ Pugmire: "Caesar said,
ent standing cf the varsity on the Beware of a thin man,' need I
position ladded is :Francis Hell- say more?"
man, Jack McBride, Herman Sa- WANDA-FUL PLAYER
piro, Russ Pugmire, Ralph Trem
Ralph Trembley: "If I play I
bley, Bob Wentz, Jean Fuller, Dave Wanda win very much."
Mathews, Ted Echwig, Woodrow
Dave Matthews, Ted and Woody
Echwig and Marcello Umipig.
Eschwig, Hal Kniveton, Bob
Wentz, Gab Hausladen, and Gene
Fuller, collectively, assert the Spar
tans will find a Tiger that is
quite a tartar when they invade
the Bengal lair on March 4, Fri
day next.

BRANCH'S SPORT SHOP
SPECIAL VALUES IN
TENNIS RACKETS!

Everything in Sports!
37 S. Sutter St.

Dial 8-8185

Over 75 Expected
To Sign Up For
Meet Next Week
Digging their spiked slippers into
the cinderpath, the College of Pa
cific and Stockton J. C. trackmen
are ready to open their annual in
tramural meet next week with the
trial heats being run off on Thurs
day and the finals on Friday.
Presented with the largest array
of talent in many a year, Coach
Earl Jackson stated he expects
over seventy-five candidates to en
ter the intramural competition.
With several Junior College trans
fers and many newcomers out for
various track and field events, Pa
cific and Jaysee intramural records
of long standing are expected to
fall by the wayside next week.
RULES LISTED
Rules for competing in intramural
meet are as follows:
Numeral and lettermen in track
from any college are barred.
There is no scholastic require
ment, but each competitor must
have subscribed to the P. S. A. and
to the Infirmary Service.
Each club may compete three
men in each event, (relay, four)
Exclusive of the relay, no athlete
may compete in more than three
events and two of these may be
running events.
No man can compete in more than
one race of 440 yards or more.
Points will count 5, 3, 2 and 1 in
all events.
ENTRIES BY WED.
The Captain of each team should
submit his entries not later than
Wednesday noon, March 9.
Tests passed in Sigma Delta Psi
events will be recorded. (100 yd.
dash; 120 yd. low hurdles; mile run;
javelin; high jump; shot put;
broud jump.)
Exception — College rule bars
those on probation.
The intramural track meet stands
up as one of the deciding factors
in intramural competition with a
total of 165 points being awarded
in the meet.
The meet will start promptly ac
cording to the time schedule, which
appears below.
THURSDAY—TRIALS
5:45—100-yd. dash.
5:00—120-yd. high hurdles.
5:15—220-yd. dash.
—220-yd. low hurdles.
The six best men will qualify for
the finals in these events.
FRIDAY—FINALS
4:15—Mile run.
4:30—100-yd. dash.
4:40—440-yd. dash.
4:50—120-yd. low hurdles.
4:55—2-mile run.
5:20—880-yd. run.
5:32—220-yd. dash.
5:45—220-yd. low hurdles.
5:55—440-yd. relay (in lanes).
3:45—Pole Vault—Javelin throw.
4:15—High Jump—Shot Put.
5:00—Broad Jump—Discus Throw.

MARDI GRAS

PAT MIRAGUO'S

MOTOR SER¥!G
2405 PACIFIC AVE.

Thirty-nine Grid *L» »
Hopefuls Report

ite

Stagg Starts Spring Practice With
Many Vets, Promising Newcomer
Spring football practice got under way for the
lege of Pacific Bengals last Monday afternoon
thirty-nine pigskin aspirants answering the call of
A. A. Stagg's opening whistle.
With all but five lettermen of last year's squ;
~ turning and a large num

varsity newcomers out f0J
spring session, Alonzo s( f
started laying the ground P
for his fiftieth gridiron canj
«*>| I K I p >
with a drill on fundam
Monday afternoon.
) w
rER
During the latter part of vith pinJ
week the Staggmen went thi J--""
a series of light blocking/^r.nLerS
•
\iSt <1
tackling workouts with thejH
mPer'al regl™
old
arts of each being shown bje ' -»lv about
Laro
"Old Man."
^
SOME NEW NAMES
In Rc
Among the most promising
Come
comers to the Tiger fold fW
ither s1"
Woodrum, 220-lb. tackle fro: J ei"
» » - - need
dianapolis,
Woodrum
pi.
18/professor
John! With ^
basketball for Stockton
this year and if he °an iftt/fjt to'^ with m«k- | "I"a '"v "
" the great- | w cck ' *'h
his weight on the gridiron}^ ..per Tag
gecur- | full ewlni
he does on a basketball dficSf thom all by _ ^
( ml|M,
he'll see service in the oK „r 3pot on the C.
•
and Black front line defense.#110
. ,
I'll
Another
likely looking
•'
% * Mu',ldy i
,\
v
prospect m the beef-trust Li n 8j J^b-rlnJ
With *
comes in the form of John I „ can t "dp
.....tlv
BOB KIENTZ, Pacific's Little of Milwaukee, who tips £ ^couple who habitually .
All-America halfback, led his mates at a mere 285 lbs.
lbs Stotz
s+et. is
the front
n
n
0r hadn't you
RoKere
back to the grid this week as giant of the Bengal band i»t °
""/the backward Individ jn the A
spring practice began.
,
far.

LITTLE GEM
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L^ly

Working

Town Swimmers
Nose Out Manor
In "Intra" Meet *

Sacramento J. C.
On Cub Tennis
Schedule

under

no„jJ°"houk»i

HKlln.

weather conditions until y
day's rain, the Tigers have
be
idrii of tl
rapidly getting into form
"lso ; (], nt plity
their spring scrimmages, ' annual celebration
the subject of dates.| Mr
will start in the near future,
WIND TROUBLE
Lat subject is one o
sylhc.
Kicking against heavy •considerations °
in,.,!0'1'
Tuesday afternoon the pu gale minds alike, we
herself It
weren't able to get much
one of our favorite ^ of
1
tance on their opening sessljs, a gem gleanoc
hack I
Veterans who have signed,n Science Monk " .
chuck
for spring practice thus far}girl can be gay in a < •> > „iinight«
Bobby Kientz, Roy Cooper, 1
I hli<
Vleira,
Floyd
Swagerty, hxl they all can be Jolly. I a d(,ar
I
{he
Vaughn, Milt Greenblatt, he girl worth while
one who can smile
a four
Whitaker, John Travaille,
Zumstein, A1 Irwin, Jerry I you're taking her home CAPABI
The 1
ley, Emil Siefert, John McGcjtrolley.
Harris Fine, Jack Lyons, I i
garet G
Adamina, and Hugh McWtjlf ^ ^ t*e ^ v, *n ,] ,m" ard Hit
Newcomers and Jaysee t>
Kra
of view
(hi#
fers out for the vars ty to f
Harmon
R 11Iu.trmte. how
are as follows: Darrell Cont
, • ,:> * v, ..
iyoung mans G. P. A. has Harrl
Chet Stevenson, Bill Johnson,
snicking Ford,
with his Girl
Thomas,
Darrell
Evans,
Bill I
Lauppe, Craig Combs, Dewej
,,
...
_
*
_..' _
«r: Well, young lady I can't Rama
Conger, Les Dow, Willis Boya
ty you don't Ilk" Horace,
Bob Ijams, Walt Fellers, Ki
so intelligent—why, he's a vatlon
Phil Ritchie, Chris Pappas,
curing
!encyclopedia.
Wescott, John Stotz, and
inter: Yes. I know all that,
Woodrum.
jlrather have somebody with urgftH
Utile Tl

-t w u n r " I " " '

In a close battle for the intra
mural swimming title, the Town
team nosed out the Manor squad,
44 to 41%, in the meet finals held
in Pacific Pool last Friday.
Balanced team strength, with
Fred Gnekow and Jim Van Dyke
as leading point-garners, won for
the Townies over the Manor Hooli
gans, led by Bob Wilkinson, the
Phoenix Phish, who high-pointed
with a slam in the sprints.
Rhizomia finished a good third
with 37% markers, followed by
Archania with .16, Omega Phi, 15,
and Men's Dorm, 5.
Winners of the individual events
were:
220-yd. free-style—Dick Keeble,
Archania; 50- and 100-yd. free-style
—Bob Wilkinson, Manor; diving—
Davies, Town; plunge, Seville, Rhi
zomia; 50-yd. back-stroke—Hunt,
Manor; 50-yd. breast-stroke—Gne
kow, Town.
The relays were won by the
Town-men and Rhizomia, who took
first in the 75-yd. medley and
100-yd. free-style, respectively.
The Town victory brought them
nearer to the Manor-men in the intrafural standings, which follow
and do not include ping pong,
which is now in progress:
Manor, 200%; Town, 184; Rhi
zomia, 97%; Omega Phi, 74; Ar
chania., 63.
Following ping pong, the next in
The Stockton Junior College ten
tramural sport will be volley bail.
nis team has been working out
daily under the guiding hand of
Coach Chris Kjeldsen. Little prog workouts Stewart Browne gave in
ress has been made with regard to dication that he would be pressing
securing matches for the Tigerlets Banchio closely before the season
but replies should be forthcoming is very old. Banchio is having a
to the "feelers" sent out recently. little difficulty, at present, with his
Sacramento J. C. is the only team shots, but daily practice should
iron out these faults.
scheduled so far.
Bill Hunefeld has been showing
At the present time the Jaysees
are fencing for positions on the occasional class in recent workouts
ladder. Francis Banchio, yearling and he should be in good form for
ranking player, heads the list with the jaysees first match. Hugh
Stewart Browne, Bill Hunefeld Hutchins is greatly improved and
Hugh Hutchins, Maurice Cohen, should be a valuable member of
Karl Stone, Earl Smith, Ben Hamm, the team.
Ray Hoffman and A1 Breed follow
ing in respective order.
Looking especially good in recent
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